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The derivation of any paper or any acknowledgments should be stated as a footnote appended to the author’s name.

**SUB-HEADINGS**

Any sub-headings should be flush to the left hand margin and in capitals. Secondary headings should be lower case (except for the initial letter) and bold.

**PARAGRAPH STYLE**

The body of the text should be aligned left, with an indentation at the beginning of each paragraph and no line break between paragraphs.

**QUOTATIONS**

A lengthy quotation (more than about 40 words) should be in a single block of indented text without inverted commas, preceded and followed by a single blank line. Italics used for emphasis should be noted in the footnotes (not in the text) with the words ‘emphasis in original’ or ‘emphasis added’.

Shorter quotations should come within the text within single inverted commas. Double inverted commas should only be used for a quotation within a quotation.

**LISTS**

Lists should appear as follows:

1. First tier lists should be numbered in roman numerals, aligned with the left hand margin;
ii. Points should follow sequentially with each point beginning with a capital letter and ending in a semi colon;

iii. If there are to be sub-lists within a list they should appear as follows:
   a. lower case letters are to be used;
   b. otherwise the style is as above.

iv. The last point in a list ends in a full stop.

GENERAL POINTS AND CONVENTIONS

i. Full stops should be followed by a single space;

ii. Footnotes should appear outside (and not within) punctuation markings;

iii. Spellings should follow British English usage, except for quoted matter. ‘ise’ and ‘yse’ endings should be used;

iv. The serial or ‘Oxford’ comma (ie the one after ‘white’ in ‘red, white, and blue’) is not used;

v. Possessive apostrophes should not be followed by ‘s’ after names ending in ‘s’ unless the names are of one syllable (eg Jesus’, Finnis’, Rawls’s);

vi. Excessive use of capitals should be avoided – thus ‘holy orders’ and ‘chancellor’, ‘the Archbishop of Canterbury’ but ‘the role of an archbishop’;

vii. Capital letters should be used for divine pronouns;

viii. ‘Church’ takes a capital letter when referring to the universal Church or the title of a particular Church, but lower case when referring to a church building;

ix. Dates are to be given as 12 February 2011;

x. Spans of years and numbers should be given in full without elision (eg 1914–1918, pp 221–235), separated by an en-rule and not a hyphen;

xi. Numbers are generally written out in full up to ten, and then in figures thereafter. Discussions including numbers below and above ten should all be in figures. Numbers above 1,000 should have appropriate commas (eg 12,000, 1,000,000);

xii. Page numbers should read p 12 or pp 17-23 without full stops;

xiii. Abbreviations may be used for brevity, but sparingly. They should be introduced in brackets at first mention (eg ‘the European Court of Human Rights (ECtHR)’);

xiv. Full stops in abbreviations are not used. Names should be rendered Mr M Hill QC or the Revd Dr Will Adam but titles and post-nominal letters should only be used where necessary (eg QC or for religious orders (OP, OSB etc)). Abbreviations such as eg, ie, ibid, para and p are not followed by full stops, neither are they italicised;

xv. Italics should be used for foreign language phrases where they do not occur regularly in common parlance (thus mutatis mutandis is italicised, but not prima facie);

xvi. Accents should only be used sparingly and where necessary and, if used, should be used on capitals (eg Ladislas Örsy, Michał Rynkowski);

xvii. References to canons should be for the Church of England: Canon A 3, Canon B 43(1)(b). For the Roman and Eastern Catholic Churches, indicate which code is being referred to: Code of Canon Law 1983 Canon 87; Code of Canons of the Eastern Churches Canon 681 §1. Abbreviations (eg CIC, CCEO) may be used if there are frequent references;

xviii. References to web urls should be written out in full between <> brackets and with a date of access inserted. eg <www.charity-commission.gov.uk/library/equality_act_summary.pdf>, accessed 24 September 2011. Please avoid sending documents with active hyperlinks;
REFERENCES

References are very important and it is vital that they are both accurate and rendered exactly in house style. The primary function of references is to allow readers to find further information. The process of correcting references can lead to delays in publication.

Single- and multi-author books


Please note:

i. The author’s first initial only is given (no middle initials and first names) and there is no full-stop after initials;
ii. The publisher’s name is not used;
iii. Standard US State abbreviations are used for US places of publication;
iv. Subsequent references should use the shor

Chapters in edited volumes and articles in journals


Nb titles of journals, unless very well known, should be written out in full for the sake of clarity. Abbreviations of well known journals should be set in Roman rather than italic type (eg CLJ, Crim LR).


Cases

UK Cases

O’Reilly v Mackman [1983] 2 AC 237 at 278D.
Re St Mary, Longdon (2011) 13 Ecc LJ 370.

NB neutral citations are preferred (eg EWHC, EWCA, UKSC) and paragraph references should be indicated with ‘para’ rather than with square brackets.

European Cases

For cases in the European Court of Human Rights, as follows:

Balogh v Hungary App no 47940/99 (EChHR, 20 July 2004);
or, for older cases,


Again, paragraph numbers should be cited using ‘para’.

Cases in the European Court of Justice and decisions of the European Commission should use the relevant neutral citation.

**Older Cases**
Cases from before 1865 should be cited using conventions found in OSCOLA using both nominal and English Reports citations where available and, for earlier cases, yearbook references. eg:

*Procurator General v Stone* (1808) 1 Hagg Con 424, 161 ER 604.

**Statutes, Measures and Statutory Instruments**

- Ecclesiastical Licences Act 1533;
- Human Rights Act 1998, s 5(1);
- Churchwardens Measure 2001;
- The Dangerous Dogs (Designated Types) Order 1991, SI 1991/1743

**Parliamentary Debates (Hansard)**

HC Deb [or HL Deb] date, volume, column.

So, eg,

HC Deb 4 July 1996, vol 280, col 505W.


**Websites and other online material**
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